PRESS RELEASE

New surround speakers pack big
sound into minimal design
Bang & Olufsen announces the launch of its wall-hugging BeoLab 12-2
speakers. The latest addition to the BeoLab 12 family makes the ultimate
set of rear speakers for discerning surround sound enthusiasts, but also
delivers outstanding performance as a pair of music speakers. And all from
a compact sculptural design that complements the rest of the art on your
wall.
Struer, June 2012
Bang & Olufsen announced today the launch of BeoLab 12-2, the latest
addition to its collection of dedicated wall speakers specially created to add
rich aural landscapes to flat screen television viewing.
BeoLab 12-2 is the ideal choice as rear speakers in a dream surround
sound setup. With their diminutive form factor and sculptural elegance,
finding room for them on most walls becomes an aesthetic pleasure rather
than a decorating compromise. And despite their modest size, the new
speakers are exceptionally outgoing and generous in their acoustic
performance.
BeoLab 12-2 joins the slightly larger BeoLab 12-3, launched earlier this
year, as the company’s first dedicated wall speakers created for rooms
featuring flat screen televisions. Together, BeoLab 12-3 and 12-2 comprise
a unique surround setup based on a consistent design idiom and best-in-
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breed audio performance. True to their heritage, the sinuous shape of the
new BeoLab 12-2 – also designed by David Lewis Designers – conceals a
team of muscular components that are up to any challenge. New ICEpower
amplifier technology and a slimmed down power supply deliver no less than
320 watts, more than enough to keep pace with the wildest action scenes
Hollywood can come up with – and ample power to fire up you music
collection.
The choice of the flat, 6½ inch CosCone woofer was inspired by Bang &
Olufsen’s extensive experience in high-end automotive audio systems to
ensure crisp bass. Excellent low-frequency dispersion is achieved by
pointing the woofer against the wall – but you wouldn’t know that from
looking at the compact design.
Topping off the sound spectrum is the ingenious tweeter powered by Bang
& Olufsen’s proprietary Acoustic Lens Technology. This shapely dynamo
spreads high frequencies horizontally in a full 180 degrees, so you can sit
anywhere in front of the speakers and still enjoy razor-sharp definition. To
improve the listening experience even more, BeoLab 12-2 can be hung with
the Acoustic Lens up or down, placing it at the optimal height for where you
sit.
“We’re thrilled to add these speakers to the BeoLab 12 collection,” says
Michael Jensen, product manager at Bang & Olufsen. “Design and sound
fans can now create a high-performance surround setup that is an
integrated whole, both aesthetically and acoustically. But we also expect
BeoLab 12-2 to appeal to a lot of music lovers just looking for a discreet
way to enjoy great sound.”
BeoLab 12-2 are available exclusively at Bang & Olufsen shops from 7 June,
2012. Priced at XXX.
For more information please contact:
Corporate Communication
Bang & Olufsen a/s
Phone: +45 96 84 51 00
Fax: +45 96 84 50 33
Bang & Olufsen was founded in Struer, Denmark, in 1925 by Peter Bang and Svend Olufsen,
two innovative, young engineers devoted to high quality audio reproduction. Since then, the
brand has become an icon of performance and design excellence through its long-standing
craftsmanship tradition and the strongest possible commitment to high-tech research and
development.
Still at the forefront of domestic technology, Bang & Olufsen has extended its comprehensive
experience with integrated audio and video solutions for the home to other areas such as the
hospitality and automotive industries in recent years. Consequently, its current product range
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epitomizes seamless media experiences in the home as well as in the car and on the move.
For more information on Bang & Olufsen, please visit www.bang-olufsen.com.
Images are available free of charge from the Bang & Olufsen media centre:
http://mediacenter.bang-olufsen.dk. If you are a first-time visitor, please follow the
instructions and register as a new user.
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